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We derive expressions for the efficiency and figure of merit of two spin caloritronic devices based on
the spin Seebeck effect (SSE), i.e., the generation of spin currents by a temperature gradient. The
inverse spin Hall effect is conventionally used to detect the SSE and offers advantages for large area
applications. We also propose a device that converts spin current into electric one by means of a
spin-valve detector, which scales favorably to small sizes and approaches a figure of merit of 0.5 at
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863084]
room temperature. V
Thermoelectric phenomena1 transform heat currents into
electric power and vice versa. The Seebeck effect refers to the
generation of an electromotive force (emf) by a temperature
gradient,2 while the production of a heat current by an applied
charge current is called Peltier effect.3 Thermoelectric power
generators convert waste heat into electric energy with many
potential applications.4,5 The spin degree of freedom adds
functionalities and may improve the efficiency of conventional thermoelectric devices.6 The spin Seebeck effect (SSE)
in the “longitudinal” configuration based on a ferromagnetic
insulator7 (FI) is especially promising. The SSE converts a
temperature difference between the FI and a normal metal (N)
contact into electric power8,9 by pumping a spin current into
the normal metal that, in turn, is converted into a transverse
emf by the inverse spin Hall effect10 (ISHE). The output
power is proportional to the device area perpendicular to the
temperature gradient. This scaling offers the opportunity to
generate electricity by large-area coatings, using cheap materials.11 Since here the paths of the charge and heat currents are
perpendicular to each other, alternative strategies to enhance
thermoelectric efficiency can be pursued.
In this Letter, we validate the efficiency of SSE based
power generators. In addition to considering a device using
the ISHE spin charge conversion, we propose harvesting
electrical energy by a spin valve spin-filtering mechanism,
employing metallic ferromagnets. The spin-valve based SSE
power generator scales advantageously for the thermoelectric
power generation in small structures, and multiple elements
can be easily added for a higher output voltage, analogously
to conventional thermopiles.
Thermoelectric generators produce electric power by the
heat current that flows between hot and cold reservoirs at
temperatures TH and TL ; respectively. Its efficiency is a monotonic function of the dimensionless figure of merit ZT,
where T is the average temperature ðTH þ TL Þ=2.1 When
ZT ! 1; g ! ðTH  TL Þ=TH ¼ gC , where gC is the maximum possible “Carnot” efficiency. Here, we derive gðZT Þ
and ZT for the two types of generators driven by the SSE,
taking into account the difference of the physical mechanism
between the SSE and conventional thermoelectrics.6
In the spin Seebeck effect, the spin current flowing
through the interface is caused by an imbalance of the spin
pumping current due to magnetic thermal noise Jsp , that is
0003-6951/2014/104(4)/042402/4/$30.00

m
proportional to FI’s magnon temperature TFI
, and a fluctuating spin current caused by thermal (Johnson-Nyquist) noise
in the normal metal Jf l that is proportional to N’s electron
temperature.12,13 Both currents on average are polarized par^ and cancel each
allel to the magnetization direction (m)
other at equilibrium. The net SSE spin current reads (indicating time average by h  i)8
 m

^  hJsp þ Jf l i ¼ LS TFI
JS ¼ m
 TNe ;
(1)

where LS ¼ chGr kB =ð2peMs Vc Þ is the interfacial response
function, c is the gyromagnetic ratio, Gr is the real part of spin
mixing conductance, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ms is the
saturation magnetization, e is the magnitude of electron’s
charge, and Vc is a magnetic coherence volume that depends
on spin wave stiffness and weakly on temperature.9 Adachi
et al.14 and Hoffman et al.15 derived similar expressions by
different methods. The magnitude of the real part of the mixing conductance Gr is well established for intermetallic interfaces16 as well as interfaces with magnetic insulators.17–19
The interface temperature discontinuity depends sensitively on the device and material parameters.20 In the limit of
small interface heat resistance, the phonon temperature is continuous and governed by the coupled heat diffusion equation
for the bilayer with many not very well-known parameters.8,20,21 Here, we assume, for simplicity, a dominating thermal boundary resistance RK ¼ 1=GK (Kapitza resistance22),
such that the magnon and phonon temperatures in the FI at
the interface ðz ¼ 0Þ are approximately the same,20,23
p
m
TFI
ðz ¼ 0 Þ  TFI
ðz ¼ 0 Þ ¼ TFI , see Fig. 1. In this limit,
TFI ¼ TN þ RK JQ ;

(2)

where TN is the electron (and phonon) temperature of the
normal metal at z ¼ 0þ and JQ is the heat current through the
interface. Since the spin contribution to the interface heat
transport is comparably small, the Kapitza resistance RK is
dominated by phonon transport.8,20
The heat flow through the system is partly converted
into a spin current at the interface that subsequently has to be
transformed into electric energy. The coupling between heat
and spin over the FIjN interface can be written in the form of
a linear response matrix relation to the driving forces, viz.,
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the length of N in the direction of the ISHE current, and W is
the width of the FIjN bilayer (see Fig. 1). The solution of the
spin-diffusion equation


k
z
z
GS sinh þ GN cosh
hSH V
L
k
k
ls
¼
dN
dN
2e
GS cosh þ GN sinh
k

k
k
dN  z
hSH GN V þ GS SS DT cosh
L
k
(6)

dN
dN
GS cosh þ GN sinh
k
k

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the spin Seebeck power generator based on the
ISHE. A bilayer of ferromagnetic insulator and normal metal with a low
interface heat conductance pumps a spin current Js into N. Then Js is converted into a transverse charge current Jc by means of the ISHE.

the spin accumulation ls in the normal metal and temperature difference DT ¼
 TN  TFI ; leading to the spin Js and

averaged heat JQ ¼ JQIN þ JQOUT =2 current responses


Js
JQ




¼ GS

1
PS

SS
GK =GS þ SS PS




ls =2e
:
DT

(3)

Here, GS is the interface spin injection conductance,24,25 that
generates backflow of the spin Seebeck spin current, SS ¼


ls =ð2eDT Þ Js ¼0 ¼ LS =GS is the spin Seebeck coefficient,


and GK ¼  JQ =DT Js ¼0 is the Kapitza conductance
(inverse of the Kapitza resistance GK ¼ 1=RK ). The spin current is positive when DT < 0 and ls < 0, so GS ; SS > 0. The
spin Peltier coefficient PS ¼ SS T due to Onsager reciprocity,
where T ¼ ðTN þ TFI Þ=2.
We first consider the efficiency of a SSE generator with
spin-charge conversion by the ISHE when connected to an
external load resistance Rload that utilizes the electric energy.
The basic setup is shown in Fig. 1. Equation (3) defines the
spin and heat currents through the FIjN interface. The transverse electric current density jc generated by the ISHE inside
N at distance z from interface is

depends on the spin conductance GN ¼ rN WL=k and the
induced transverse voltage V ¼ L@y lc =e. The integrated
transverse charge current Jc in N then reads
2
dN
hISHE GS SS DT tanh
GN k 6
2k þ dN V
6
Jc ¼ 
dN
L 4
L
GS coth þ GN
k
3
dN
2
G
þ
2G
tanh
N
h
kV S
2k7
(7)
þ ISHE
5:
d
L
N
GS coth þ GN
k
The SSE generator is a battery with internal resistance
SSE 26
see
RSSE
ISHE / L=W and a maximum output voltage VISHE ,
Fig. 2, that is
Jc ¼

SSE
VISHE

¼

RSSE
ISHE

(4)

z is the spin-current density direction vector (in
where js ðzÞ^
^ is its polarization, and hSH is the spin Hall
units of A/m2), m
^
angle. For m ¼ x^, the charge current and emf are jc ¼ jc y^
and $l ¼ eE ¼ y^@y lc . In the presence of spin flips, a spin
accumulation profile $ls ¼ ^z @z ls builds up at the interface.
It obeys the spin-diffusion equation @z2 ls ¼ ls =k2 , where k is
the spin-flip diffusion length in N. The charge and spin current densities in N therefore read



 
@y lc =e
1
hSH
jc
:
(5)
¼ rN
js
hSH
1
@z ls =ð2eÞ
Spin current conservation at the boundaries z ¼ 0; dN gives
js ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ Js =ðWLÞ from Eq. (3) and js ðdN Þ ¼ 0, where L is

hSH rN WGS SS DT tanh
GS coth

0

1
RSSE
ISHE

dN
þ GN
k

(8)
dN
2k / L;

1
dN
GS þ 2GN tanh C
rN Wk B
2kC:
BdN þ h2
¼
SH
@
A
dN
k
L
GS coth þ GN
k

(9)

(10)

The voltage drop over the load resistance Rload is
V¼

^
jc ðzÞ ¼ hSH js ðzÞ^z  m;

SSE
VISHE
V
;
RSSE
ISHE

Rload
SSE
VISHE
/ L:
Rload þ RSSE
ISHE

(11)

The thermally generated electric power W ¼ JQIN  JQOUT dissipated in the load resistance

FIG. 2. An effective circuit for the spin Seebeck power generators with internal resistance RSSE . Current Jc and voltage V on external load with Rload
are measured by ideal volt and ampere meters.
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!2
(12)

scales with the device area WL. The maximum output voltSSE
age VISHE
when Rload ! 1 is proportional to the sample
SSE
 1=dN for large dN, since the emf is
length L. VISHE
short-circuited by the non-active conducting region. When
dN  k; the voltage output vanishes with the gradient of the
spin accumulation.
The efficiency gSSE ¼ W=jJQ j can be expressed in a
form similar to conventional thermoelectrics1
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SSE
1 þ ðZT Þ  1
jDTj
SSE
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g
¼
(13)
TH
SSE
1 þ ðZT Þ þ 1  jDTj=TH
SSE
in terms of figure of merit ðZT Þ
that can be obtained by
SSE
with respect to Rload , i.e., by impedance
maximizing g
matching, leading to
opt

4h2SH edN =k GN S2S T=GK
ðZT ÞSSE
:
¼


ISHE
GN
GN GN S2S T
1þ
1þ
þ
GS
GS
GK

(14)

Here, the thickness dNopt for the optimal spin-charge conversion is given by the (positive) solution of the equation
dNopt
1
dopt
þ h2SH ¼ sinh N :
k
k
2

(15)

We can now estimate the figure of merit for the yttrium iron
SSE
garnet (YIG)jPt system ðZT ÞISHE . The spin Seebeck coefficient has the universal value  SS  kB =ð1:3  eÞ
 65 lVK1 :25 With19 Gr =A ¼ e2 =h 1019 m2 ¼ 4
1014 X1 m2 , we find (here and in the following at room
temperature) LS =A  4  109 AK1 m2 . The spin conductance GS ¼ LS =SS governs the spin current injected back into
FI by the spin accumulation and is estimated for the YIGjPt
interface to be GS =A  6  1013 X1 m2 , i.e., much smaller
than the spin conductance of Pt: GN =A ¼ 1015 X1 m2 for19
k ¼ 1:5 nm and qPt ¼ 500 nXm: Limit GS =GN ! 0 leads to
the simplification
opt

2 dN
ðZT ÞSSE
ISHE ! 4hSH e
SSE

=k

L2S T
1
:
GN GK þ GS S2S T

(16)

It shows that ðZT ÞISHE is invariant with respect to the sample
area. We can estimate its value using19 k ¼ 1:5 nm and
hSH ¼ 0:1; as well as the phonon contribution to the Kapitza
ðphÞ
conductance20 GK =A ¼ 1:6  108 Wm2 K1 ; which corresponds to about 40 nm of bulk YIG and is larger than the
ðmÞ
spin contribution20 GK =A  0:5  108 Wm2 K1 . This
SSE
2
leads to LS T=ðGN GK Þ  0:025 and ðZT ÞISHE  104 for the
opt
optimum width of dN ¼ 2:16 k.
We now turn to the alternative SSE power generator in
which the thermal spin-motive force generates an electromotive force by means of ferromagnetic metal (FM) contacts, viz., by the spin valve effect. The N layer is now a
metal with a long spin-flip diffusion length such as Cu. As
shown in Fig. 3, the spin current in this case is injected into

FIG. 3. A schematic view of the spin-valve based spin Seebeck power generator. Two antiparallel FM layers are added to the FIjN bilayer device in
Fig. 1. The spin accumulation in N drives a charge current through the metallic spin valve, thereby generating a voltage over the load resistance.

the N layer of a lateral metallic spin valve with ferromagnetic contacts in an antiparallel configuration collinear to
the magnetization of the magnetic insulator. The spin
accumulation injected thermally into the N spacer therefore
generates a voltage difference between the contacts. The
FMjN contact areas are A and that of the FIjN contact is
approximately 2A.
We assume that the spin-flip diffusion length is larger
than the sample dimensions such that the spin accumulation
is constant in N. The charge-spin linear response relations at
the interface of the NjFM interface with conductance GI
(including the magnetically active thickness of the bulk ferromagnet) can be written as
0
1
!


N
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
GI
1 mP @  l ð0Þ  l  A
jc
; (17)
¼
ð mÞ
ðmÞ
eA mP 1
ls ð0Þ  lNs =2
js
where P  ðG"I  G#I Þ=ðG"I þ G#I Þ is the spin polarization of
the NjFM contact, lN and lNs are the electrochemical potenðmÞ

tial and spin accumulation in N, lðmÞ and ls are the electrochemical potential and spin accumulation in FM, and the
superscript m ¼ 6 corresponds to a contact with magnetization parallel (þ) or antiparallel () to that of the FI.
Assuming zero spin accumulation on the other side of
the FM contact
and conservation of spin current in N,
P
JsN ¼ Js0 þ 6 Js6 ð0Þ ¼ 0

Jc ¼

lNs
GS SS DT  PGI V
¼
;
GS þ 2GI
2e

(18)

PSS DT=GI
GI V 1 þ 2ð1  P2 ÞGI =GS

;
1 þ 2GI =GS
1 þ 2GI =GS
2

(19)

where the induced voltage V ¼ ðl  lþ Þ=e. The effective
electric circuit for the spin-valve based generator is again
given by Fig. 2 with internal resistance RSSE
SV and maximum
SSE
voltage VSV
SSE
VSV
¼

2PSS DT
;
1 þ 2ð1  P2 ÞGI =GS

(20)
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2
1 þ 2GI =GS
:
GI 1 þ 2ð1  P2 ÞGI =GS

(21)

SSE

The optimal figure of merit ðZT ÞSV is obtained again by
maximizing the efficiency gSSE with respect to Rload
2P2 GI S2S T=GK
ðZT ÞSSE

 :
¼


SV
2GI
GI GI S2S T
1 þ 2ð1  P2 Þ
1þ
þ
GS
GS
GK
(22)
For an intermetallic interface, GS  GI
SSE

lim ðZT ÞSV ¼

GS !0

27

and

P2 GS GS S2S T
:
1  P2 2GI GK

(23)

In the limit of a half-metal, this expression appears to
diverge, but when we first take P ! 1 and then GS =GI ! 0
lim

SSE

lim ðZT ÞSV ¼

GS =GI !0 P!1

GS S2S T
 0:5;
GK

(24)

the result looks similar to the figure of merit for conventional
thermoelectrics. The numerical estimate is obtained for20
GK =A  1:6  108 m2 K1 and19 Gr =A  4  1014 X1 m2 .
To summarize, we consider two schemes of thermoelectric power generators based on the spin Seebeck effect. We
SSE
under the assumption
estimate their figures of merit ðZT Þ
that the total heat conductance is limited by the FIjN interface. This assumption importantly simplifies the model, but
since the Kapitza interface conductance has not yet been
measured for YIGjmetal interfaces, also introduces uncertainties. The output voltage of the SSE-ISHE device is proportional to sample length L perpendicular to the FI’s
magnetization and temperature gradient (Fig. 1), while the
power scales with the area. Therefore, this scheme has an
SSE
advantage for large area devices, but ðZT ÞISHE is small since
2
it is limited by hSH expðdN =kÞ. A spin valve can convert
spin into charge current as well, offering the possibility to
enhance ZT considerably. The scale independence of the output voltage in spin-valve SSE devices can be useful for
micro- and nanoscale applications, since the output voltage
does not decrease when down-scaling the device.
Experiments demonstrating the SSE by a spin valve are
highly desirable since they would shed light on the role of
interface proximity or spin-orbit interaction effects that
might exist for YIGjPt but not for YIGjCu.28 The present
modelling is also applicable for other devices, such as spin
Seebeck-assisted magnetic random access memories.29
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